FLOOD RELIEF HOTLINE 1800 560 760
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Community Newsletter Saturday 5 November 2022
Loddon Mallee Floods October 2022

Information about the Current Incident Situation
Murray River peak flood levels (Major and Steady) are being
experienced between Echuca and Koondrook. The peak is
moving towards Swan Hill and anticipated to arrive mid next
week. Upstream levels at Yarrawonga are Moderate and
Falling. Downstream levels from the peak (Swan Hill to
Mildura) are Moderate to Minor and Steady.
Flood impacts between Echuca and Piangil are anticipated to
be of lesser impact than those downstream of Wakool
Junction due to the mitigating effects of the Edward / Wakool
anabranch taking off Murray River water near Echuca and
re-entering it near Boundary Bend. Flood heights at Wakool
Junction may achieve record levels with potential
downstream impacts following.
Catchments feeding the Murray from Vic and NSW are
generally at Minor levels and Steady and inflows are stable.
High water levels are expected to remain protracted due to
ongoing widespread rains over NSW and VIC and saturated
catchment soils.
Floodwaters are causing concurrent concerns at two
locations. 1. Downstream from Boundary Bend due to the
influence of the Wakool and Murrumbidgee entering. 2. The
Murray River peak currently impacting Koondrook and
Benjeroop. Evacuation pre-planning is occurring for
Koondrook, Kenley and Robinvale. Numerous levee breaks
have occurred over the region and in particular at Kerang.
An additional ICC is being established at Mildura from
Sunday. An evacuation order remains in place for Koondrook
Primary School.
In response to the current situation, we are assessing and
reinforcing existing levees, protecting isolated assets and
providing relief to local communities and primary producers.
Community meetings
4:00pm Sunday 6th November 2022
Mildura Sporting Precinct
684 Deakin Ave Mildura

Relief Centre
The Stadium Swan Hill (Basketball Centre)
15 Grey Street, Swan Hill VIC 3585
Phone: 0447 094 347
Key concerns

Stagnant water can be harmful to
your health
Don’t swim, drink or wash in
stagnant water
Never Drive Through Flood waters
Road closures
Numerous minor and council roads closed or under alert
(water over road) throughout the region.
Major roads and regional linking roads closed are:
· All roads to Kerang are closed except Kerang to Murrabit
and Kerang to Bridgewater-On-Loddon.
· Koondrook to Kerang, Lake Charm to Kerang and Cohuna
to Kerang are closed.
· Benjeroop is isolated
· Pental Island Rd closed
- Information on updated road closures is
available via 13 11 70 or the Vic Traffic website
traffic.vicroads.vic.gov.au
- NSW roads https://www.livetraffic.com/
Sandbag Collection Points
Swan Hill
• Boundary Bend Fire Station, 10 Kooloonong Rd
Saturday, 5th November 10am – 11.30am (Some additional
sandbags may be available after Saturday, contact the
Station)
• Piangil Fire Station, Church St
Saturday 5th November, Sunday 6th November, Monday 7th
November 4.30pm – 6pm
• Nyah West Fire Brigade, Cnr Birdwood & Monash Ave
Sunday, 6th November 10am – 11am
• Robinvale Fire Brigade, 101 Bromley Rd
Tuesday 8th and Wednesday 9th November 5pm – 7pm
(Sand bags primarily for residents who may be impacted)
Bulloke
All collection points open during business hours
https://www.buloke.vic.gov.au/sandbag-locations-in-buloke

Blackwater and Blue green algae
Significant rainfall and flooding can cause water quality
issues like low oxygen (hypoxic) blackwater and blue green
algae. High levels of organics matter have been washed into
waterways and combined with warm weather, can cause
oxygen levels in the water to drop. This can cause harm or
death to fish and crayfish. The scale of current flooding
means water quality will not improve quickly. Any fish death
event should be reported to the EPA by calling 1300 372
842.
Protect your health
Nurse-on-Call on 1300 60 60 24 (this is a phone service that
allows you to discuss any health-related issue with a
registered nurse, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week for the cost
of a local call from anywhere in Victoria).
Mental health
It is normal to have strong emotional or physical reactions
following a distressing event. There is always help available
through:
- Your doctor
- Local mental health professionals
Lifeline - 131 114
Beyond Blue - 1300 224 636
MensLine - 1300 789 978
Kid’s Help Line - 1800 55 1800
Parent Line - 13 22 89
Family Violence
There is an increased risk of family violence after an
emergency. Help is available. Visit
www.vic.gov.au/familyviolence or call 1800 737 732
(1800RESPECT).
Mosquito-Borne Disease
Your only protection against mosquitoes and the diseases
they can carry is to avoid mozzie bites.
Mozzies can bite through tight clothing. Cover up - wear
long, loose-fitting clothing.
Use mosquito repellents containing picaridin or DEET on all
exposed skin.
Limit outdoor activity if lots of mosquitoes are about.
If possible, remove stagnant water where mosquitoes can
breed.
Make sure your accommodation is fitted with mosquito
netting or screens.
Use ’knockdown’ fly spray, mosquito coils or plug-in repellent
where you gather to sit or eat outdoors.
Don’t forget the kids – always check the insect repellent
label. On babies, you might need to spray or rub repellent on
their clothes instead of their skin. Avoid applying repellent to
the hands of babies or young children. Find out more:
https://www.betterhealth.vic.gov.au/protect-yourselfmosquito-borne-disease
Japanese Encephalitis Virus (JEV)
https://bendigohealth.org.au/JEV/
Flooding and heavy rainfall have increased the risk of viruses
transmitted by mosquitoes in Victoria this season.
Japanese encephalitis (JE) virus can cause a rare but
potentially serious infection of the brain.
JE virus is transmitted to humans by infected mosquitoes.
There have been no confirmed cases of JE and no
detections of JE virus in mosquitoes this season.
In Victoria, a JE vaccine is available free-of-charge for
specific groups most at risk of exposure to JEV.
Eligibility criteria for JE vaccine have now been expanded to
include more Victorians in northern Victoria where
mosquitoes are prevalent. Information on Japanese
encephalitis vaccination

Multicultural Communities
Translating and Interpreting Service 131 450 (free call).
Ask them to call VicEmergency Hotline.
National Relay Service 1800 555 677 (free call)
Ask them to call the VicEmergency Hotline.

Council Contacts
More information is provided on your local council’s website
and social media channels
https://knowyourcouncil.vic.gov.au/

Weather Situation for the following 3 days:
A slow moving, high pressure system dominates the region
until Sunday 6 November bringing drier conditions.
- Saturday 0% chance of rain. Partly cloudy. Light winds.
- Sunday 20% chance of rain. Mostly sunny. Slight chance of
a shower. Light winds
- Monday 40% chance of rain up to 0.4mm. Mostly sunny.
Slight chance of showers, winds becoming light.

installed. Do not move cylinders inside buildings or sheds. A
damaged cylinder may leak creating a hazard. Do not
disconnect any appliances unless the LPG cylinder is being
relocated away from danger. LPG cylinders are buoyant and
will readily float away in floodwater, creating a hazard
downstream. It is essential that all LPG cylinders be
restrained by tying them to a fixed structure using cables or
strong ropes.

Mildura

Facts about levees
A flood levee is an embankment usually alongside a river or
creek designed to reduce the risk of flooding to properties.
They are not designed to protect people. If a levee is in
danger of failing, people at risk of being impacted by flooding
may be advised to evacuate. It is important that you follow
this advice.
Building or increasing the height of a levee can have
significant consequences to surrounding areas. To ensure
levees don’t cause unexpected increases to flood risk, they
must be well designed and maintained by experts.
What is Overtopping? A levee is in danger of overtopping
when the height of the floodwater is higher than the height
the levee is designed for. Overtopping is one of the most
common reasons for floodwater entering properties behind a
levee.
What is Breaching? A levee breaches when part
of the levee fails, creating an opening that floodwater can get
through. Breaches can be caused by a number of factors
and can happen over a long period of time or very suddenly.
If you live near a levee and flooding is predicted, you
should:
Listen to evacuation notifications. If a levee is in danger of
failing you will be advised to evacuate. Remember that if a
levee does fail there may be no time to evacuate. You must
leave early.
Never rely on a levee to protect you. Remember that levees
are designed to reduce the risk of damage to property, not
protect people, and no levee is flood proof.
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Stay informed
Minor, moderate and major - what does it all mean?
Flood levels for Murray River at Swan Hill:
Minor 4.50
Moderate 4.60
Major 4.70

If you decide to leave your home
Ensure all heating/cooking appliances are turned off. There
is a risk of fire if power is restored and there is no one at the
property. Turn off all switches at the main electrical
switchboard, including the Main Switch. Unplug your
appliances and if you can, lift them up so they remain clear
of floodwater. Turn your solar system off at the inverter and
then turn off at the switchboard. The solar system will have
information on shut down procedures. Make sure all LPG
cylinders are closed (clockwise to close the valve) at the
valve on top of the cylinder. Leave cylinders where they were

School closures

Plan and Prepare
Keep an emergency kit – with enough for 3 days in an
emergency.
Food, water, protective gloves, masks, medications and
prescriptions, first aid and personal hygiene items, a
waterproof torch, toilet paper, chargers, battery powered
radio, batteries, reading glasses, essentials for babies and
pets, spare clothing, and comfort items, especially for
children and people with a disability.
Watch what is happening around you and activate your plan.

Be Aware of road Hazards
including Mud, derbies and
damaged roads or bridges

Install the Red Cross Get Prepared Smart phone app and
follow the steps or complete the Australian Red Cross
RediPlan booklet at https://www.redcross.org.au/prepare
Take action to reduce impacts at your property
Keep gutters and drains clear of debris, outdoor furniture,
toys etc. Check your building and contents insurance. What
type of flooding does it cover? Put your most valuable
possessions up high, above possible floodwater height.
Backup important files and documents to a USB kept
elsewhere, or to cloud storage. Identify higher ground on
your property or further away from the danger area.
Recovery
Contact VicEmergency Hotline (1800 226 226) to speak to
someone about recovering. They can connect you with
people who can help.

Donations
Please only donate non-perishable food. No Prepared
cooked food. Furniture, toys, and clothing items are to be
donated to charity shops

Australian Defence Force

Stay informed
• www.emergency.vic.gov.au.
• VicEmergency Hotline - freecall 1800 226 226.
• VicEmergency app.
• Facebook or Twitter
• Local radio
To access this information in other languages call the
Translating and Interpreting Service on 131 450 (freecall)
and ask them to call VicEmergency Hotline.
Should you remain isolated or cut off and require food or
medical supplies please call SES 132 500
Refer to the SES website for information on flood
preparedness https://www.ses.vic.gov.au/
If you are deaf, hard of hearing, or have a
speech/communication impairment contact National Relay
Service on 1800 555 677 and ask them to call the Vic
Emergency Hotline.

“The joint effort inspires the ADF forces to continue to do the
work they are doing shoulder to shoulder with emergency
responders on the ground as part of that wider team.”
“We continue to be inspired by the communities we are
serving and the community response we are seeing across
flood affected areas,” Brigadier Burr said.

Predicted Map of Flood Extent - Swan Hill to Mildura

Questions

Answers

What are we expecting in Tyntynder?

The current predictions from the BOM for the rivers in this area are
similar to those which occurred in 1993. The inundation that occurred
during this event can be viewed on the online mapping link which will be
provided on the SHRCC website.

Can the Swan Hill bridge choke pass the amount of
water quick enough?

Yes. Based on the expected water levels at Swan Hill and available
flood mapping there does not appear to be any cause for concern at
this location.

Can someone please add those 1993 maps onto
Facebook page please?

This has been done.

As a first responder to a levy bank that is at risk of
breaching, are we able to maintain it until
assistance can arrive?

This would depend on the level of seepage. Clear seepage indicates a
slow leak whereas muddy water may indicate a faster leak. Best to do
a dynamic risk assessment and call for assistance 132500

If the lower Murray river rolls over, it runs off El
Alamein avenue and at this point, there are no sand
bags, no one has come to check on anything and
with other rain falls, we have had flooding in the
street… so my question is, where can we get
information?

It is possible that this area may be impacted. We are currently working
on evaluating options and will be releasing information to assist
members in this area. Current Information and Warnings are available
from the Vic Emergency website https://emergency.vic.gov.au/respond/

Who do the community report levee breaches and
other info to?

Call VICSES 132500 to report emergency levee overtopping and
breaches or call Swan Hill Council 50362333 to report other concern
with Council maintained levees in the towns of Swan Hill and Robinvale

Where do we get sandbags from?

J O'Donnell - SES vols can provide assistance, attend a sandbag
collection point or local hardware store.

Where are we up to with levee inspections and who
are flood wardens?

Flood wardens are completing inspections daily. Any known breaches
or locations of spillage are reported to the ICC.

How long will the threat be present for?

Look to the maps present at the meeting. The BOM provides estimates
as to how long we will be at risk. Roughly early-mid November.

What is the status of the levee bank at Pental
Island?

Ron Atkins (flood warden) has been inspecting these levees and has
raised any issues so far. Rob will contact Ron to ensure the levee is
well monitored. Emergency services have been working with the local
flood warden to regularly inspect the Pental Island levee and ensure
any necessary works are undertaken.
The river system is constantly being monitored and assessed for risk by
a variety of emergency service personnel.

Pental Island Bridge - Concerned about Little
Murray not being monitored and possible closure of
bridge?
Why are we using the m AHD measurement? It's
too hard to read?

We will always ensure that we explain where we are up to with major,
moderate and minor floods to ensure there is no confusion. We report
how the BOM reports the measurements.

Routes to Bendigo/Melbourne - include in updates

As of 26/10/2022
Swan Hill - Lalbert - Dumosa - Wooroonook or Teddywaddy - Charlton Wedderburn - Inglewood - Bridgewater - Marong - Bendigo

Where are the levee banks? New residents don't
know where they are.

Visible on the online mapping. Will be on SHRCC website today.

Floodwater can come into the back of Swan Hill via
the aerodrome and impact Poole Boulevard, etc.
Confirm?
Sandbag availability - collection points where are
they

Will confirm - depends on where the water is coming from - storm or
levee breaches
Piangil Fire Brigade, Church St - Saturday 5 November, Sunday 6
November, Monday 7 November 4.30pm – 6pm
Nyah West Fire Brigade, Cnr Birdwood & Monash Ave Sunday - 6
November 10am – 11am
Boundary Bend Fire Station, 10 Kooloonong Rd Saturday - 5 November
10am – 11.30am
Robinvale Fire Station - Tuesday 8 and Wednesday 9 November 5pm –
7pm

How do all the rivers intersect and interact?

The levee bank near the pump station is being
undermined and the pump station may go under if
the levee breaches. Are authorities monitoring this
levee?

Flows in the Murray River are well defined for small floods when the
streams operate within their banks and levees. In medium to large
floods, however, the capacity of the channel is exceeded. This can
cause levee failure at a number of locations and hence uncertainty in
where flood flows will break out. The flow in the Murray River at Swan
Hill is influenced by several factors.
These Include:
•The floodplain slopes to the north (away from the River into NSW)
•Naturally, flow would break out to the north in moderate to large floods
and join the Wakool River system, limiting the amount of flow (and
hence flood levels) at Swan Hill.
•Between Barham and Swan Hill there is one major tributary inflow, the
Loddon River, and numerous potential break-out locations on the New
South Wales side. These are often blocked by private levees.
•Levees along both sides of the Loddon and Murray Rivers limit
breakouts and increase flood flows and levels at Swan Hill.
In summary, flood flows at Swan Hill are influenced by the amount of
water passing down the Murray River from upstream (around Echuca),
the size of Loddon River peak and how much spills north into New
South Wales.
Someone from North Central currently working on maps/schematics
today.
Yes. These levees are constantly being monitored and remedial works
are being undertaken. All critical infrastructure is being identified and
strategies are being put in place to maintain their operation.

What are we expecting in Tyntynder?

The current BOM predictions for the rivers in this area are like those
which occurred in 1993. The inundation that occurred during this event
can be viewed on the online interactive map.

Should those with sewage pipes under their
properties have any concerns?

Customers of Lower Murray Water can report the issue by calling 1800
808 830. If residents have been inundated or look as if they will be
impacted by flood waters, place a sandbag on the overflow relief gully
(ORG) located toward the back of the property to prevent the sewerage
system from backing up. If you have any concerns about sewerage on
your rural property, please go to
www.betterhealth.vic.gov.au/health/HealthyLiving/sewage-overflows-athome

Concerns around losing access to the Nyah Bridge,
what is being done to prevent this from happening?

Bridge and surrounding levees are being monitored and mitigation
works will be performed if required

Has the blackwater reached the Fishpoint, Boga
area. Do they need to start stockpiling water for
stock?
Is the Lake likely to be closed off to tourists. What
are the triggers - Tourism, safety blackwater?

Waiting on a call from GM Water

Is there a 'how to prepare for flood' flyer?

Yes, available on SES website. https://www.ses.vic.gov.au/plan-andstay-safe/at-home
All individuals need to be mindful of their own safety by monitoring
warnings and conditions and have a plan in place as the situation can
change rapidly.

How long would an individual have to get out if the
levee broke at Tyntynder?

Waiting on a call from GM Water

Why hasn’t sandbagging been done around the
Little Murray Bridge on Pental Island?

River is constantly being assessed and tasks prioritised as required

Who is the Flood warden in each area?

When can the peak be expected to reach Robinvale

Call VICSES 132500 to report emergency levee overtopping and
breaches or call Swan Hill Council 50362333 to report other concern
with Council maintained levees in the towns of Swan Hill and Robinvale
Around the 13th - 18th of November

Any sandbags for Boundary Bend - When

Saturday 5th November 10am - 11:30am

Will the river continue to be closed for business and
home owners who need boat access

YES

When will the river peak at Piangil

Anticipated to peak around the 13th to 18th of November at a height of
10m

Will it continue to rise

Yes, it is expected to continue to rise over the next couple of weeks

